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Product Specification
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Season

Current collection (Special Edition)

Brand

Conklin

Name

Duragraph Royal

Limited Edition

Product Image

N/A
Duragraph Royal
Regal, elegant, and functional.
The Conklin Pen Company® was established in Toledo, Ohio USA in 1898.
From the Golden era of fountain pens until today, it’s regarded as one of the
most significant and innovative American writing instruments
manufacturers. Shortly after its launch in 1923, the Duragraph model is
considered to be 'the definitive' pen. It’s named by combining the words
“durable” and “graph” to equal Duragraph™.
The new special edition Duragraph Royal combines sophistication,
aristocratic beauty, and timeless elegance. The barrel is covered with black
high-quality textured leather that is soft to touch yet very durable. The
leather is decorated with handmade, high-end cross-stitching along the
barrel adding additional strength and complementing the overall look. The
cap is made of solid brass and enhanced by distinctive wavy pattern that
elevates the fine leather texture, plated with mirror chrome for additional
durability and long-lasting brilliance. Chrome plating provides key
performance features producing additional luster and protection against
external damages and over-time wearing of the material. The top of the cap
is embellished with an image of a crown and the Duragraph Royal label is
beautifully arranged in a circle mark. Polished chrome plating adorns the
clip, band, and trim of each pen accenting the best features, elements, and
shape of each writing instrument.The Duragraph Royal is available in
fountain pens and ballpoint pens.

Mode

Fountain pen

Ballpoint pen

Filling system

Fountain pen: standard ink cartridge
threaded ink converter (included)

Ballpoint pen: Parker-style ballpoint refill (included)

Availability

In Stock
DETAILED PRODUCT INFORMATION
Fountain Pen

Mode
Material:
Body

Black leather with cross stitches

Black leather with cross stitches

Cap

Brass with chrome plating and engraved design

Brass with chrome plating and engraved design

Clip

Steel with chrome plating

Steel with chrome plating

Front Section

Brass with chrome plating
cap closed - 141 mm/5.5 in(L);
without cap - 127 mm/5 in(L);
cap on bottom - 177 mm/6.9 in(L);
diameter - 12.1 mm/0.47 in

Brass with chrome plating
length - 139 mm/5.47 in(L);
diameter - 12.2mm/0.48 in

52.85 gram (0.12 LB)

50.51 gram (0.11 LB)

Dimension

Weight
Nib:
Material
Nib point size
OPTIONS
Nib color

Jowo stainless steel
extra fine (0.65mm), fine (0.70mm), medium (0.85mm),
broad (1.0mm), stub (1.1mm), omniflex (0.75mm)
chrome plating

Item Numbers

CK74111 - extra fine
CK74112 - fine
CK74113 - medium

$ (dollars)

$99

PRODUCT ITEM NUMBERS
CK74114 - broad
CK74117
CK74115 - stub
CK74116 - omniflex
PUBLIC RETAIL PRICE
$89
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PACKAGING INFORMATION
Name
Material
Dimensions

DETAILED PACKAGING INFORMATION
Conklin luxury gift box
Outer material: blue PU leather with gold color stitching
Inner material: beige fabric
18 (L) x 6.5 (W) x 4.5 (H) cm;
7.09 (L) x 2.56 (W) x 1.77 (H) in

Color

Blue

Extras

warranty card

refill instruction card

2 international size ink cartridges (blue & black)
Sleeve

Special custom-designed paper sleeve

*N/A=not applicable

PACKAGING IMAGES

